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In Supreme Court filing, special counsel targets Trump's immunity claim
Jack Smith also urged the Supreme Court to deny Donald Trump any opportunity to delay a trial on charges that he attempted to subvert the results of the 2020 election.
Court will hear arguments April 25 »
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Lawyer kills 2 and himself at Vegas law firm, sources say
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Winner of $1.3 billion Powerball jackpot comes forward to claim prize
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Did the eclipse damage your eyes? Here are the signs to look for.
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'Top Gun: Maverick' lawsuit rejected by judge
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Rare 6-legged mountain gazelle spotted in Israel
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The 5 best moments from UConn's national title win over Purdue
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UConn joins elite group of best men's national champs. Who else is on list?
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Purdue's Zach Edey laid it all out in NCAA title game. It wasn't enough.
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Dan Hurley will receive at least $1.8M in bonuses with UConn's title
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South Carolina's 3 titles in 7 years speak volumes about Staley
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Caitlin Clark didn't get dream ending, but her legacy is secure
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Will Kentucky's 5-star recruits follow Calipari to Arkansas?
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Dawn Staley earns $680K in bonuses after South Carolina's win
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NCAA president sounds off against prop betting on college athletes
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Mercury feed into Taurasi-Clark rivalry, as WNBA preps for Iowa star
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US·Yahoo News
Live updates: Total solar eclipse photos, videos and reactions from the path of totality
In the U.S., the sun will be fully obscured for a few minutes in 15 states from Texas to Maine, but the eclipse will be at least partially visible — weather permitting — in 49 states.
1 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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US·Yahoo News
Total solar eclipse livestream: Watch along the path of totality
Watch livestream video of the solar eclipse.
1 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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US·Yahoo Life
A guide to watching today's total solar eclipse safely — from why glasses are essential to making sure you've got the proper pair
Grab a pair of (authorized) eclipse glasses and watch safely with these expert tips.
6 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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US·Yahoo News
Solar Eclipse 2024: 26 photos that show the rare astronomical event in all of its glory
Here are photos of the solar eclipse.
5 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Business·TechCrunch
Hackers stole 340,000 Social Security numbers from government consulting firm
U.S. consulting firm Greylock McKinnon Associates disclosed a data breach in which hackers stole as many as 341,650 Social Security numbers.  The data breach was disclosed on Friday on Maine’s government website, where the state posts data breach notifications.  In its data breach notice sent by mail to affected victims, GMA said it was hit by an unspecified cyberattack in May 2023 and “promptly took steps to mitigate the incident.”
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Lifestyle·Yahoo Life Shopping
The best self tanner of 2024 — yes, you can totally fake a sun-kissed glow
With these tested and reviewed foams, creams and sprays, it's easier than ever to get a natural-looking tan — without the harmful skin-damaging rays
6 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Politics·Yahoo News
The Stakes: What Trump and Biden have done so far on abortion — and what they want to do next
A new Yahoo News series comparing the candidates' records and plans on key issues.
1 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Business·Yahoo Finance
Stock market today: Stocks inch up as big week for inflation data, earnings begins
Investors regrouped for a packed week with a fresh inflation data test for rate-cut views and the start of first-quarter earnings season.
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Business·Yahoo Finance
JPMorgan’s Jamie Dimon is worried about ‘stickier inflation and higher rates’
JPMorgan Chase CEO Jamie Dimon used a 61-page shareholder letter to sound off on everything from inflation and bank regulators to global risks and management lessons.
5 min read


 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Lifestyle·Yahoo Life Shopping
Target Circle Week: Everything we know, including early deals you can shop now
Mark your calendar: Target Circle Week begins Sunday, April 7, and runs through Saturday, April 13.
4 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
March Madness Final Four: How to watch every game of the men and women's NCAA tournament
The madness continues this weekend with the NCAA tournament's Final Four games.
3 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
With Kentucky job opening up, Dan Hurley laughs off question about leaving UConn after second straight title win
Hurley wasn't the only one to take his name out of consideration with UK's John Calipari reportedly on his way out the door.
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Celebrity·Yahoo Canada Style
Fans praise Canadian influencer Sarah Nicole Landry for sharing photos of 'real bodies': 'You showing us your tummy has made me so much more comfortable with mine'
The 39-year-old shared new side-by-side photos of her her body reminding followers that "confidence is a resistance" to societal pressures.
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Politics·Yahoo Finance
Republicans (?!?) are killing a tax cut
In a flip of the usual priorities, Senate Republicans seem likely to kill a set of tax cuts that have already passed the House and are broadly popular. Here's why.
5 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
Will Kentucky's current five-star recruits follow John Calipari to Arkansas? Who will UK turn to next?
UK was boasting one of the best recruiting classes in the country before Calipari's stunning move to Arkansas. Where will all that talent land?
4 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
Report: Hornets to interview Stockton Kings coach Lindsey Harding for head coaching job
If she's the choice, Lindsey Harding would be the first woman to be hired as a head coach in NBA history.
3 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
2024-25 men's college basketball way-too-early Top 25: Duke, Purdue and UConn start out in front
It's never too early to look ahead to next season.
8 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
The NBA's most vulnerable playoff teams, plus predictions for the play-in field
Which teams will wind up in the NBA's play-in tournament? Which contender is the most vulnerable to a first-round upset? Our writers weigh in with a week to go in the regular season.
7 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Celebrity·Yahoo Sports
Korbin Albert still has questions to answer — beyond her ‘internal conversations’ with the USWNT
Korbin Albert’s rote apology disappeared into Instagram’s ether, and ever since, U.S. women’s national team fans have been left with silence.
6 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Rivals Basketball Recruiting
Calipari leaving: Which prized 2024 recruits will Kentucky lose?
Kentucky's 2024 recruiting class is ranked No. 2 in the country, but it could soon unravel with John Calipari leaving.
4 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
Yankees ace Gerrit Cole asks for cooperation to address pitcher injuries, even as he admits there's no easy solution
“If there's one thing everybody should be able to get on the same side about, it's really the best players being out there as much as possible," he told reporters Monday.
4 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
NCAA title game score, result: UConn wins back-to-back championships with dominant win over Purdue
The Huskies left little doubt as to who the best team in college basketball was this season.
1 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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US·Yahoo Sports
Chiefs superfan/convicted bank robber ChiefsAholic ordered to pay $10.8 million to ex-bank teller
Xaviar Babudar, a.k.a. ChiefsAholic, also faces up to 50 years in prison after pleading guilty to a string of 11 bank robberies.
3 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
Arizona star Oumar Ballo entering transfer portal after Wildcats’ NCAA tournament loss
Oumar Ballo, who averaged a double-double last season at Arizona, is now arguably the best big man available in the portal.
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Celebrity·Yahoo Canada Style
Model shares heartbreaking tribute to baby after pregnancy loss: 'Til we see you again'
"The past few months have been both the happiest and the darkest of our entire lives," DiBease said.
3 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Lifestyle·Autoblog
2024 Toyota Land Cruiser Preview: Pricing, fuel economy and everything else we know
Everything we know about the all-new 2024 Toyota Land Cruiser, including its price, fuel economy, hybrid power specs and more.
6 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
Elly De La Cruz shows power/speed combo with 450-foot HR and inside-the-park HR
The Reds shortstop is still one of the most fun players in MLB.
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·HawgBeat
Arkansas signee Isaiah Elohim requests release from letter of intent
Arkansas Razorbacks basketball signee Isaiah Elohim has requested a release from his letter of intent.
1 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
Masters: Tiger Woods 'looks great,' says Will Zalatoris
Tiger Woods has played just 24 competitive holes this season.
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
How UConn's Dan Hurley engineered the best two-year run in modern college basketball history
Because of the increase of one-and-done players, the transfer portal and NIL money, it's nearly impossible to stay at the top of the college basketball mountaintop. The Huskies have found a way.
9 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
2024 NFL Draft: Top 100 big board goes in-depth on names to know ahead of marquee offseason event
Yahoo Sports' Nate Tice has Drake Maye at No. 1, Caleb Williams at No. 2, and a whole lot of intrigue after in a deep class at wide receiver, offensive line and cornerback.
53 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
John Calipari moving to Arkansas is a win-win-win
It isn’t often that a college basketball coaching move satisfies all parties, but Calipari's jump from Lexington to Fayetteville might have done it.
5 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
Yes, sir: Verne Lundquist calls it a career at the 2024 Masters
'Uncle Verne,' who authored two of the greatest calls in sports history, will end his tenure at Augusta National after the 2024 Masters.
3 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
Purdue's Zach Edey vs. UConn's Donovan Clingan is an epic matchup worthy of the NCAA championship stage
UConn is the favorite, but Zach Edey could be the great equalizer ... if Donovan Clingan doesn't shut him down.
5 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
Four Verts: NFL Draft could be shaped by what these teams do — or don't
Will the Vikings and Broncos trade up for a QB? Will the Bills make a major move for their own Julio Jones? Charles McDonald sifts through scenarios that could have a long-lasting impact.
10 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
UConn goes back-to-back, Kentucky-Calipari divorce ripple effects and Women's tourney breaks TV records
Dan Wetzel, Ross Dellenger & SI’s Pat Forde kick off the podcast by reacting to UCONN's dominant performance in the National Championship game. The breaks down the Huskies back-to-back titles and puts a bow on a historic March Madness for both the men and women's tourneys.
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Lifestyle·Yahoo Life Shopping
Kate Walsh, 56, is the epitome of aging gracefully — these are her top 5 beauty picks
The 'Emily in Paris' and 'Grey's Anatomy' star hasn't done Botox or fillers, so how does she look so amazing? Read on.
3 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
Masters: Everything is better at Augusta National, even an eclipse
From about 3 p.m. to 3:20 p.m., the focus at Augusta National wasn’t solely on golfers practicing. Instead, patrons looked to the sky.
3 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Business·Yahoo Finance
Tesla robotaxis: Wall Street weighs in on Elon Musk’s latest gambit
Tesla stock jumped in Monday trading as investors bought into CEO Elon Musk’s latest proclamation that Tesla would unveil its long-awaited robotaxi on Aug. 8.
4 min read
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Business·Autoblog
Edmunds bought a Fisker Ocean, warns others not to make the same mistake
Edmunds bought a Fisker Ocean and details the highs and lows of ownership while warning others not to make the same mistake.
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Inside Nebraska
Four-star OT Jack Lange goes in-depth where Nebraska stands in top four
2025 Eureka (Mo.) High four-star OT Jack Lange is one of Nebraska's top targets and talks where the Huskers stand
5 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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US·USA TODAY
Pediatrician on way to see solar eclipse dies after falling out of Airstream: Reports
Dr. Monika Woroniecka, 58, fell out of the 2024 Airstream that was being lifted by a pickup truck her husband was driving.
2 min read
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Politics·HuffPost
Marjorie Taylor Greene Mocked After Spilling Accidental Truth About Republicans
The far-right conspiracy theorist offered a hot take that even her critics had to agree with.
2 min read
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World·Business Insider
Jon Stewart says the Arab states won't give Palestinians citizenship because they're really terrified of the 'Islamists' they backed
Stewart says Arab nations aren't opening their doors to Palestinians because they're "scared" of all the "Islamists" they helped foster.
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Celebrity·Fox News
Patrick Swayze's widow Lisa Niemi Swayze says star knew he was 'a dead man' upon hearing cancer diagnosis
Patrick Swayze's widow, Lisa Niemi Swayze, opened up about how the two of them reacted to his pancreatic cancer diagnosis, adding the actor knew it wasn't going to end well for him.
4 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Entertainment·Variety
Jodie Foster Pulled Robert Downey Jr. Aside on Their 1995 Film Set and Told Him: ‘I’m Scared of What Happens to You Next’ Because of Addiction
Jodie Foster opened up to Esquire magazine as part of its Robert Downey Jr. cover story about what it was like directing him in the 1995 Thanksgiving comedy “Home for the Holidays.” The film marked Foster’s second outing as a feature film director after 1991’s “Little Man Tate.” Production kicked off in early 1995, which …
3 min read
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Entertainment·Deadline
‘Tulsa King’ Casting Agency Quits After Sylvester Stallone Accused Of Disparaging Background Actors
An Atlanta-based casting company has left Tulsa King in the wake of allegations that Sylvester Stallone and one of the directors had disparaged some background actors who were working on the Paramount+ drama. Rose Locke Casting of Atlanta was hired to find actors ages 18 and over for the second season of the Taylor Sheridan …
3 min read
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US·Associated Press
More than 200 women and several men accuse doctor in lawsuit of sexual abuse, unnecessary exams
More than a decade ago, Kristin Fritz was struggling with pain in her spine and saw a rheumatologist recommended by her doctor at Brigham and Women’s Hospital in Boston.  The visit with Dr. Derrick Todd started normally for the 37-year-old New Hampshire woman.  The Associated Press generally doesn’t identify possible victims of sexual abuse, but Fritz allowed her name to be used.
5 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Politics·USA TODAY
'Slap in the face': Mike Pence blasts Donald Trump for saying abortion restrictions should be up to states
Former President Donald Trump's call to let states set their own abortion policy is drawing barbs from more than a few conservative Republicans.
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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World·NY Post
Simon Cowell’s $8.7M mansion invaded and marred by wild animals: ‘It’s like they’re taking over’
The reality judge is facing an unexpected adversary in his idyllic countryside escape, which adds to his long list of unfortunate events surrounding his properties.
3 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Business·Snopes
Fact Check: That Pic of Greta Thunberg Detained by Cops Was Manipulated. Here's What Else We Learned
The 21-year-old activist was reportedly detained while blocking a major road in The Hague to protest fossil-fuel subsidies.
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Celebrity·People
Mom Says She Got 'Dress-Coded' at Library Story Time for Wearing Sweater and Jeans (Exclusive)
"It's strange to be chastised like I'm a teenager when I'm 38," Hilary Filipowicz tells PEOPLE
3 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Opinion·The New Republic
Trump Hush-Money Case Got Two New Witnesses—and It’s Not Looking Good
Trump’s former assistant and former director of Oval Office operations are expected to testify.
2 min read
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Celebrity·SheKnows
King Charles Just Revealed the Two Royals Who Will Be Stepping Up for Him Amid Health Struggles
If someone is undergoing serious long-term treatment for health issues, most people would be working remotely, laying low from public events and even taking some time off work. For King Charles, who announced his battle with cancer earlier this year, there’s only so much time away he can take. After all, he is the King. …
2 min read
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Lifestyle·USA TODAY
Conjoined twins Abby, Brittany Hensel back in spotlight after wedding speculation. It's gone too far.
Experts say the unwelcome speculation over conjoined twins Brittany and Abigail Hensel's personal lives has gone too far.
4 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Celebrity·Cosmopolitan
The Kardashians Dropped a Slew of swimsuit Pics from Their Spring Break Sister Vacation
The Kardashians spent spring break on a sister vacation in Turks and Caicos-check out all the pics.
1 min read
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US·Fox News
Former Chicago Mayor Lori Lightfoot hired to investigate so-called 'worst mayor in America' at $400 an hour
The Village of Dolton voted Monday to hire former Chicago Mayor Lori Lightfoot as a "Special Investigator" to look into Dolton Mayor Tiffany Henyard.
2 min read
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Sports·Razorbacks Wire
Arkansas roster count has officially hit zero, lone commit asks to be released from NLI
It's official. Arkansas now has 0 scholarship players for next year's roster.
1 min read
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Politics·Salon
“Incomprehensible”: Experts say Trump’s $175 million bond makes no sense
A former top financial regulator in New York told The Daily Beast that Trump's bond only raises more questions
2 min read
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Business·NY Post
Solar eclipse 2024 wasn’t the end of drama: The biggest astrological event comes later this month
Eclipse drama is just the beginning. April 20 brings a rare conjunction that promises chaos, change, freedom and upheaval.
3 min read
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Celebrity·NY Post
Famous chef allegedly ‘ghosted’ wife and babies for new identity in another state: ‘Gone without a trace’
This philandering chef cooked up a real mess for his former family.
5 min read
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Politics·HuffPost
Donald Trump’s Reported Peace Plan In Ukraine Is Revealed. Expert Says It’s ‘Terrible’
Insiders told The Washington Post of the former president’s supposed strategy to end Russia’s invasion.
2 min read
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Sports·USA TODAY Sports
Who will replace John Calipari at Kentucky? Our list of 12 candidates
John Calipari is no longer Kentucky's basketball coach. Who will replace him? Our list of the 12 potential candidates from likely to unattainable.
6 min read
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Opinion·The New Republic
You’ll Never Guess Who Trump Pissed Off with His Abortion Announcement
Trump said he will let states decide abortion rights if he is reelected.
2 min read
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Entertainment·Variety
Robert Downey Jr. Would ‘Happily’ Return to Marvel After Oscar Win; Gwyneth Paltrow Says He’d Throw Out ‘Iron Man’ Lines and Go: ‘I’m Not F—ing Saying These’
Robert Downey Jr. is not closing the door on the Marvel Cinematic Universe, which he kicked off in 2008 with “Iron Man” and headlined for 11 years through 2019’s “Avengers: Endgame.” Iron Man met his demise in that tentpole, but that has never stopped rumors from circulating that Marvel is trying to bring Downey back …
3 min read
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Celebrity·In Touch Weekly
First Look at Conjoined Twin Abby Hensel’s Wedding Ring After Marriage Reveal [Photos]
One week after conjoined twin Abby Hensel's marriage to Josh Bowling was revealed, In Touch has an exclusive first look at her wedding ring. The conjoined twins were spotted leaving a Target in Minnesota on Saturday, April 6, according to the photos obtained by In Touch. Abby, 34, held a shopping bag and drink from...
2 min read
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Opinion·The New Republic
RFK Jr. Adviser Makes Shocking Admission about Campaign’s True Goal
The goal isn’t actually to become president.
2 min read
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US·CBS News
Maps show where trillions of cicadas will emerge in the U.S. this spring
Trillions of periodical cicadas will emerge from the ground this spring, bringing with them their loud buzzing and molted exoskeletons. Here's where you will be able to see them.
2 min read
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US·USA TODAY
Air Force contractor who walked into moving propeller had 'inadequate training' when killed
Stephanie Cosme died Sept. 7 when she "inadvertently walked into the parked remotely piloted aircraft’s rotating propeller" at Gray Butte Airfield.
2 min read
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Opinion·The Telegraph
The US Navy’s Constellation class frigate problem is a problem for the world
During the Cold War, the US Navy expected that, if the war ever turned hot, it would have to escort cargo ships across the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans in order to sustain America’s resource-intensive fight against the Soviet Union.
4 min read
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World·CNN Business
‘We have reached the limit.’ Clash with Elon Musk prompts calls for social media controls in Brazil
Brazil’s attorney general has called for social media platforms in the country to be regulated after Elon Musk threatened to disobey a court order banning certain accounts on X and lashed out against “aggressive censorship.”
3 min read
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Celebrity·People
Jeff Bezos, Fiancée Lauren Sánchez and Her 3 Kids Are ‘Living a Dream’ on Japan Spring Break Trip: PHOTOS
“Thank you, Japan, for the memories, the most beautiful sunrises, and those inside jokes,” the engaged helicopter pilot wrote on Instagram
3 min read
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US·People
Contractor Who Died After Walking into Propeller Lost 'Situational Awareness,' Air Force Says
Stephanie R. Cosme, a 32-year-old test engineer, “inadvertently” walked into the propeller of a parked aircraft in California and later died
3 min read
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Politics·Associated Press
Colorado politics reporter's expulsion from a Republican gathering causes uproar
Politicians and news outlets in Colorado expressed anger over the expulsion from a Republican gathering this weekend of an experienced politics reporter who was told that the state party chairman "believes current reporting to be very unfair."  Journalists and prominent politicians, including the former chair of the Colorado Republican Party, came to the defense of Colorado Sun reporter Sandra Fish and against current state GOP Chairman Dave Williams, who said he had “no apologies” for ejecting 
4 min read
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Lifestyle·Life & Style
Carrie Underwood Reveals Her Diet and Exercise Routine That Will Leave Fans Blown Away
For years, Carrie Underwood has had one of the most fit figures in all of country music. Fans have wanted to know her exact diet and exercise routine that keeps her in such killer shape, and she's provided the answers. What Is Carrie Underwood's Diet? "Overall, keeping things as simple as possible is always the...
4 min read
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Entertainment·HuffPost
How 'Bewitched' Star Elizabeth Montgomery Ended The Show With An Ultimatum
The series could have gone on for longer than eight seasons, but its lead shut things down with one demand.
1 min read
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Business·Futurism
Trump's "Truth Social" Stock Crashes as Soon as Market Opens
Former president Donald Trump's meme stock is in deep, deep trouble. Shares of Trump Media & Technology Group (TMTG) are getting absolutely hammered this morning, sliding a further ten percent [lol will prob need to update] today alone. Shares of the group have been tanking ever since it merged with a blank check acquisition company last […]
2 min read
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Celebrity·Closer Weekly
Patrick Swayze’s Wife Lisa Niemi Talks Getting Remarried After His Death: ‘I Got Flack’
Late Hollywood icon Patrick Swayze's wife, Lisa Niemi, opened up about getting remarried in 2014 after his 2009 death from pancreatic cancer, and how it didn't go over well with his legion of fans. "Yes, I got a lot of flack— it's like, 'How dare you.' There are some pretty rabid Patrick fans out there...
3 min read
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Health·People
Trista Sutter Says It’s 'Very Scary' When 'Superhuman' Husband Ryan Can’t 'Push Through' Lyme Disease Symptoms
“He has an incredibly high pain tolerance,” the former Bachelorette said
3 min read
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Ashburn
View your LocationsRemove from favorite locations
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Please enable location service for your browser	Enter City or Zipcode


	


TodayMostly sunny with a high of 79 °F (26.1 °C) and a 40% chance of precipitation. Winds variable at 3 to 6 mph (4.8 to 9.7 kph).79°49°

WedCloudy today with a high of 76 °F (24.4 °C) and a low of 57 °F (13.9 °C). There is a 51% chance of precipitation.76°57°

ThuThunderstorms today with a high of 68 °F (20 °C) and a low of 54 °F (12.2 °C). There is a 72% chance of precipitation.68°54°

FriShowers today with a high of 64 °F (17.8 °C) and a low of 46 °F (7.8 °C). There is a 58% chance of precipitation.64°46°


See more[image: AccuWeather]
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Daily Horoscope

Change your horoscope signAquarius
Aries
Cancer
Capricorn
Gemini
Leo
Libra
Pisces
Sagittarius
Scorpio
Taurus
Virgo









April 9 -You can be pretty charming when you need to be, and right now it's a good idea for you to turn it on in a big way. Things are going to get pretty strange, but you can turn things around quickly. 
See more
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